Monitoring is a task of collecting measurements that reflect the state of a system. Administration is a collection of tasks for control and manipulation of computer systems. Monitoring and Administering computer ResourceS (MARS) in a distributed grid computing environment (i.e. a distributed environment for coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations) is an important, expensive, and critical task. We present a novel solution based on applying crosscuts using binary rewriters and an event-based model that allows developers to create non-trivial MARS programs easily and uniformly. Our approach converts low-level API resource calls into system-wide events that MARS programs can monitor. This is accomplished by introducing advice that contains event-generating code at join points in programs that represent computer resources. We categorize low-level resource APIs by imposing a transactional metaphor to simplify the complexity of interactions between resources and to enable reasoning about MARS programs. We report both a case study and simulation that supports the viability of our approach.
Introduction
Modern business enterprises have hundreds or thousands of computers running different operating systems and applications that use various resources. The task of collecting measurements that reflect the state of a system is called monitoring. The task of administration is to use the results of monitoring to effectively control and manipulate these systems. The cost of manual monitoring and administration of enterprise-level computing systems is very high and is exceedingly difficult to scale due to the extensive laborious procedures that require frequent hands-on interventions by system administrators.
Computational grids are distributed environments for coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic, multi-institutional virtual organizations [1] . To view computer hardware and software as resources creates significant challenges with their fine-grained control and allocation in a grid environment. Specifically, users attempt to gain access to different resources whose owners should be able to exercise a fine-grained control of such access while ensuring that the overall security and computational integrity of the system is not compromised. This problem is exacerbated in corporate environments where a slight breach in security may lead to disastrous consequences.
Existing grid solutions are typically based on user-level programs called agents running under minimum-security privileges. These agents can only accomplish parallel data processing tasks (e.g. solving partial differential equations or computing some numerical algorithms), and fall short of enabling fine-grained access to selected resources [2] [3] [4] . Moreover, many agents rely on a polling mechanism that wakes them up at predefined time intervals to run some tasks and then puts these agents back to sleep [2] [3] [4] . Polling agents often miss events that occur in the middle of a polling interval, and waste computational resources when awakened at times when their services are not needed.
Monitoring and Administering computer ResourceS (MARS)
in a distributed grid computing environment is an important, expensive, and critical task. MARS programs should be easy to develop. Unfortunately, the opposite is true. MARS is complicated by the sheer multiplicity of computer resources and technologies. For example, Microsoft Windows offers more than a hundred software development libraries to program various resources like file storage and domain name systems. Most applications created using these libraries do not have programming interfaces for their monitoring and administration. Operating systems and computer resources are not developed for easy administration and monitoring. In order to administer different computer resources, MARS programs must access memory regions and execute commands that are protected or privileged in modern operating systems. For example, a process cannot access the region of memory occupied by some other process unless it uses an interprocess communication mechanism to accept commands and data in a predefined format. Otherwise, the space of each process is protected by the operating system and can-not be intruded on. Existing MARS solutions are ineffective since they either target the source code of applications and operating system kernels or rely upon using specific vendordependent library APIs to write MARS programs that target specific resources. Therefore a fundamental problem of MARS is how to dynamically administer and monitor computer resources in a grid computing environment both automatically and uniformly.
We introduce a novel approach that allows developers to write MARS programs for grid computing uniformly. Our approach converts low-level API resource calls into system-wide events that MARS programs can monitor by registering their listeners with special services. This is accomplished by introducing advice that contains event-generating code at join points in programs that represent computer resources. Advice is applied by instrumenting low-level API calls to produce desired notifications. By imposing a transactional metaphor on MARS systems, we simplify the event delivery mechanism reducing tens of thousands of different events to only five event categories. We report both a case study and simulation that supports the validity of our approach.
The MARS Model
A computer resource changes its state after a client program executes some API that modifies values of some internal variables of this resource. This is a fundamental property upon which any administrating and monitoring solution is based. Suppose we have an observer who "lives" inside a CPU, "watches" internal variables of computer resources, and notifies us when their values change. If this observer can also modify the values of these variables on our behalf, then we can call him/her a MARS observer and manipulator.
The behavior of the MARS observer/manipulator can be explained using aspect-oriented programming (AOP) concepts. The observer can be viewed as a MARS aspect that is applied to computer resources. Different APIs that are located in different libraries and programs that manipulate the same resource represent a crosscut. A MARS aspect introduces a set of standard advice to resource crosscuts. For example, handling notifications about changes in the state of monitored resources is accomplished by applying before advice to APIs that manipulate these resources.
We categorize APIs that change the state of computer resources. Some APIs initialize or open a resource, some APIs perform read from or write to a resource, and others close resources. By creating such categories we enable the MARS observer to notify us that some resource has just been written to by some process rather than to produce a cryptic message stating that some API has been executed with a list of its parameters.
A high-level logical view of the MARS model is shown in Figure 1 . At the top level a MARS observer and manipulator detects changes in states of computer resources as well as manipulate their behavior. This observer and manipulator accomplishes work using event and AOP models that are based on binary rewriting mechanisms. Binary rewriters are a part of low-level implementation of our MARS approach and are described in the next section. 
The Supporting Models

Event Model
An event model is a mechanism for delivering asynchronous data elements called events from sources to destinations called sinks [5] . A source is a program that generates an event and asks an event delivery mechanism either to deliver it to a sink or to put it into an event queue until some sink program requests it. The sink program invokes a callback function in response to the delivered events. Various architecture and object-oriented design patterns have been built around this event model (X-Windows, COM/DCOM, MS Windows). All are based on the assumption that programmers can modify the source code of sources and sinks in order to add events and their callbacks to the existing architecture.
We extend this event model to create a useful abstraction for MARS programs. A resource to be monitored is represented by the source and a MARS program is the sink. The event delivery mechanism is supplied by underlying MARS services. When a low-level API call is made by some application that accesses a resource then an event is generated and delivered to the MARS sink program. For example, when we need to monitor when a file is opened by some application, we can instrument a system service fopen to generate an event every time it is called. It is clear how to use event models when a programmer needs to generate and receive events using some event API. However, the problem is how to enable the generation of events without available program source code. We address this issue in the following sections.
Binary Rewriting Model
The majority of software resources in modern operating systems are implemented as shared libraries, dynamic-link libraries, and executable programs. Programs are linked to libraries and call their functions that in turn trap to the operating system when a system service call is made. We need to determine the joint points in the program at which we need to generate events or take some actions.
Join points are well-defined points in the execution flow of a program [6] . In our approach, join points serve as placeholders for MARS crosscuts that refine program functionality to enable monitoring and administrating tasks. Advice is inserted in the executable program code at join points using special tools called binary rewriters.
Before advice is invoked when a function call is made but before the function code is executed. The typical purpose of this advice is to replace values of certain function parameters on the stack. For example, consider an application that calls the function OpenFile that opens the file "myfile.txt". The name of the file is passed as a character string parameter to the function OpenFile. Suppose that every time this function is called with its file name parameter pointing to "myfile.txt" we want to change it to "other.dat" instead. This administration task is very common, and normally it requires changes in the application source code and therefore is laborious and difficult. AOP advice makes this conceptually easier to realize.
After advice is executed when a function call is executed but before the return instruction gives the control back to the caller. It could be used to notify a MARS program about completion of a task. Finally, around advice enables a call to a replacement function rather than the intended callee function.
Event Categorization
Advice communicate with MARS programs by sending events. Having each API method send a unique event to MARS programs is impractical since a computer has tens of thousands of different methods for which event objects/types would need to be defined. We solve this problem by imposing a transactional metaphor by viewing a computer as a database whose tables are resources we need to monitor. The properties of these resources are the attributes of tables in our abstraction. The APIs that manipulates resources become transactions that we execute on this resource database.
Consider Windows library APIs for fax service, simple network management protocol (SNMP), and file I/O. Each library contains various functions that manipulate some resources. The fax service library contains functions that allow users to write software that sends and receives faxes from computers connected to phone lines via modems. The SNMP library allows system administrators to configure remote devices, monitor network performance, audit network usage, and detect network faults or inappropriate access. Finally, file I/O is the most used library in Windows API since almost every program uses it to gain access to file systems.
Windows APIs contains over 13,500 calls [7] . When studied carefully, Windows APIs can be grouped into separate categories. We identify these groups as transaction types. The first group contains functions that open and initialize resources. For example, despite different names and signatures functions FaxDevStartJob, SnmpStartup, and CreateFile have the same semantics -they initialize and return a pointer or handler to a resource. The second group contains functions that perform operations on resources. The third group contains functions that commit or rollback transactions executed on resources. The fourth group contains functions that terminate the activity performed on resources and release handlers that points to them. Finally, the fifth group contains functions that return status information on resources, for example, the size of a file or the error of the previously executed function. This grouping allows us to reduce the number of possible types of events from tens of thousands to only five. Each event instance contains fields that designate its category type, resource, and other resource specific information.
A MARS Implementation
Unlike common AOP implementations based on compiletime or link-time weavings that apply aspects using compiletime weaving (e.g. AspectJ and AspectC++), MARS aspects are impractical or impossible to apply to source code of programs that represent computer resources. Source code for many commercial resources are not available to their users, or resources are required to run in reactive mode (e.g. 24x7) so that to stop a resource and recompile its code with MARS aspects applied cannot be done.
We implement MARS aspects via load-time and run-time weavings using binary rewriters that are tools used to change the structure of in-memory binary code representations. Interestingly, binary rewriters are used mainly in profilers and program optimizers. Using rewriters for instrumenting grid computing-based software projects is a relatively new field of study, and we extend its horizons in this paper.
Monitoring Resources
We break the task of monitoring computer resources into two subtasks: the instrumentation of API calls to insert event-generating code and the delivery of generated events to MARS programs. This approach solves MARS problems since the administration and monitoring tasks can be added as new features to existing functions that manipulate computer resources.
The implementation of the monitoring part of our solution consists of rewriting a binary application in three steps. First, we determine the APIs that must be monitored, their locations and signatures. Second, we build a library exporting advice which are overloaded functions with signatures that match the signatures of the APIs to be instrumented. Third, we instrument the programs by applying advice.
Administering Resources
The Problem
The task of administering computer resources is more complex than monitoring. When monitoring, event notifications flow from resources via the APIs that manipulate them to MARS programs. Administration tasks require changes to be made to operations and resources in order to achieve certain goals. In order to accomplish an administration task by creating and delivering administrative commands we need to enable a program that represents a resource to receive these commands, execute them, and desirably send the confirmation back to MARS programs. However, the majority of these programs are developed without special interfaces that enable their administration. They execute in the protected memory and cannot be easily tampered with. Thus, in order for resources to be administered we need to add special interfaces to programs that represent these resources that enable them to communicate with MARS programs and execute administration commands.
Connection and Agent Threads
The resource program should maintain a connection with a MARS program and respond to commands it receives. Since this functionality is not a part of processes that represent resources, we need to enable it. A kernel thread that is run as a child of a resource process and dedicated to establishing connections with MARS programs and receiving and processing administrative commands is called a Connection Thread (CT). The other thread that is responsible for communications with instrumented event generation code is called an Agent Thread (AT). These threads are not created as a result of code native to programs that represent administered resources and therefore, they must be injected into resource processes. There are several injection techniques [8] [9] of which the main idea is to create a kernel thread executing some functions and attach it to a process by using binary rewriting mechanisms. This injected thread acts like an agent with respect to the process in which this thread is injected because this process is not aware of the presence of the thread. Often binary rewriters that inject CTs and ATs should have some control over the protected space of the process that is the subject of the thread injection. This control is necessary to write certain control structures in the process space that enable agent threads to act as native to the process. One way to do it is to enable a binary rewriter to act as a debugger to the resource process. In this role it can suspend the execution of the target process and write into its process space.
However, this approach requires every process to be started by a binary rewriter. Another way is to tap into operating systems services that govern the start and termination of processes. Commodity operating systems use special functions exported from a system library to instantiate any process.
CreateProcess is an example of such a call in Windows. The algorithm of this call is rather complicated and described in detail in [10] . The important thing is that processes no matter how they are started, cannot bypass this call. By statically instrumenting CreateProcess we enable it to act as an injector of agent threads into the created process. Figure 2 illustrates the administrative part of the MARS solution. A MARS program MP communicates via an interprocess connection C with the connection thread CT injected in process P that represents an administered resource. Both threads CT and AT execute a loop whose exit condition is triggered either by a command from MP or by terminating the process P. The CT receives commands from MP and AT receives events from native threads of P designated T k . Recall that when we enable monitoring of resources we instrument certain APIs by embedding event-generating code. Rather than using an interprocess communication mechanism to deliver these events to MARS programs, the instrumented code sends events to the AT that executes within the same process P. This is indicated by the dashed arrow A B. The cost of intraprocess communication among threads is cheaper than interprocess communication among threads. The eventgenerating function makes a blocking call to the AT and waits for instructions. The CT and subsequently the AT can be updated with these instructions on the fly. This is extremely important in an enterprise environment where software may run 24x7 and tasks may be updated hourly. The AT determines whether this call is monitoring in which case it returns the control to the calling thread immediately. Otherwise, if this is an API that requires an administrative action then the AT executes an appropriate function.
Solution
Suppose an administrator needs to propagate a task that can be described in English this way: "When program A opens file "myfile.txt" then it should be redirected to the file "other.dat" and security access privileges should be granted for the duration of the access". The administrator creates a command that specifies that if the first parameter of function OpenFile has value "myfile.txt" then it should be replaced with the value "other.dat". The other command instructs the AT to execute a function that grants administrative privileges at the beginning of OpenFile API. When a thread T k of the process P calls the OpenFile function, it executes the event-generating code that sends an event describing this action to the agent thread. The AT invokes the function that replaces the parameter "myfile.txt" to the OpenFile function with "other.dat" value, and then executes a function grants administrative privileges to P. CT manages the table of functions that AT invokes. The thread T k is suspended for the duration of A E shown as a dashed arrow in Figure 2 . When AT returns the control back to T k via D E then T k finishes the execution of OpenFile with the replaced parameter. There are many ways to improve the performance of this MARS solution. MARS tasks can be stored in lookup tables managed by the CT. These tasks can be loaded into the table when a process is created and the CT is injected. These and other similar improvements are beyond the scope of this paper and are the subject of future work.
Case Study
Many grid tasks require that certain applications should execute and need to ensure that other grid programs do not "steal" resources from it. Consider a situation shown in Figure 3 when process A executes starting at time A s 1 and finishing at time A e 1 . Process A should be given the highest priority, and the task of a grid administrator is to suspend other processes that try to run simultaneously with A. Suppose that the grid administrator is an agent that polls at times t 1 and t 2 to monitor the computer state. Between the t 1 and t 2 the process B starts at time B s and finishes at time B e . Thus, the process B is not detected by the grid agents, and it may interfere with the execution of the process A.
Suppose that process A terminated at time A e 1 and its new instance started at time A s 2 . The polling agent detects this instance at time t 3 , however, it is unable to tell whether it is a new instance. The process identifier may be reused by the operating system (OS) and assigned to the new instance of A. Existing grid solutions provide real-time detection of events associated with the asynchronous start and termination of programs either by involving OS kernel modifications that makes them difficult and impractical [11] or by using polling mechanisms that inherently misses important events [2] [3] [4] . Our solution avoids these problems.
We implemented a system that serves as a proof of concept and applied it for a medium-size grid environment in a semiconductor fabrication facility (fab) that has a number of tools used in manufacturing microprocessors based on silicon wafers. We used the Detours library [12] that is a dynamic code splicing tool developed for x86 platform by a Microsoft research group, to instrument programs and solve the problem outlined above in a real-world enterprise environment described below. Figure 3 : Process B executing concurrently with instances of the process A.
We applied our MARS solution on Windows NT by instrumenting CreateProcess to enable it to act as an injector of agent threads into the created process. Once we detected that a new process interferes with resources used by the fab control software, we suspended the meddling process and resumed it again after the system became idle.
Performance Study
For the performance study we implemented a simple system based on the Detours library. When process P opens a file myfile.txt then the event generating function with which we instrumented Windows file I/O APIs produces event notifications that are delivered to a MARS program.
Experimental Setup
Our experiments consist of simulating different event generation rates and event storage pool sizes. We varied the event generation rate and measured CPU utilization (also called CPU load) by event generation and delivery mechanisms, and the average waiting time that events spend in storage plus the time they wait to be put in the storage until they are picked up by the destination process.
The main purpose of our experiments is to show that within reasonable limits of event generation rates, the CPU load is small enough, and it does not affect the overall performance of the system. We deliberately ignore user-defined load (e.g. administration tasks) that may be associated with events since it is the prerogative of an administrator to design and run such tasks. It is unlikely that a MARS user associates a time-consuming administrative task with a frequently called API. Often, it makes little sense to produce event notifications when some API is invoked frequently. For example, being notified about the change of color of every pixel carries little practical information and creates a significant load on a CPU. Our experiments provide guidance for MARS users as to what event generation rates and event pool sizes are acceptable to achieve good overall performance.
We carried out our experiments using MS Windows 2000 that ran on Intel Pentium III 850MHz CPU and 768MB of RAM. We instrumented our event simulator with performance monitoring (PerfMon) API [14] that is distributed with Windows platform software development kit. PerfMon API provides programming access to various counters that enable monitoring the use of CPU and memory by any application.
Detour Performance Characteristics
Detours library [12] is a dynamic code splicing tool developed for x86 platform by a Microsoft research group. Since we use it extensively in this paper we report its performance characteristics. Interception times are measured on our experimental platform as defined in Section 6.1. The average time to invoke different empty functions without interception is 0.043 s, and with interception using the Detours library it is 0.057 s. The overhead of the Detours library is small and within the range of 200ns. Common interception mechanisms, like breakpoint trapping, have surprisingly larger overheads (at 218 s) [12] . Thus the overhead of the Detours library is comparatively small.
Results
Our first metric of performance of MARS is the CPU utilization caused by the event generation code and our event delivery mechanism. The graph of CPU utilization is shown in Figure 4 . The CPU load grows linearly with the event generation rate. We noticed that the overall performance starts degrading when the CPU utilization by the event simulator exceeds 10% that corresponds to the event generation rate above 600 events/sec. If we draw an analogy between events and requests to web servers, then the rate of 600 events/sec corresponds to over 50,000,000 requests to a web server per day. Since this rate is excessive for the sheer majority of MARS tasks, we can conclude that our system behaves reasonably well under standard loads. Of course, as soon as a load is associated with event delivery, this rate will drop. The point of the experiment is to show the efficiency of underlying event delivery framework. A graph showing the dependency of an average waiting time for a generated event to be put in the container pool from the event generation rate for different preallocated container pool sizes is shown in Figure 5 . The graph shows that for sufficiently large pool size, an average waiting time is small, however, with the increase of the event generation rate the waiting time grows nonlinearly. We conclude that it is better to have a large container pool for the worst event generation rate case to avoid a significant increase of the waiting time.
The shape of graphs shown in Figure 5 can be explained using analytical results and fundamental laws of queueing theory. In the best possible case the arrival rate of events is less or equal to the event processing rate of the MP, and the average waiting time for events is close to zero as it is shown in Figure 5 with the graphs being flat until the event arrival rate exceeds the event processing rate of the MP. The larger the event pool the longer the flat region of the graph. Then a backlog of unprocessed events grows continually as the event generator keeps producing events. Late events experience larger response times. As the number of events increases, more events are waiting increasingly long times. Thus, for any pessimistic bound on the MP response time it is possible to pick an event generation rate sufficiently large that the bound is exceeded.
Related Work
Existing monitoring and administering solutions can be roughly divided into four groups. The first includes the software that provides remote access to the managed computers. PC Anywhere and Citrix terminal server [15] [16] are examples of these approach. This solution is not scalable as it only removes the need for an administrator to be physically present at a computer. It is network intensive since it is based on screen pixel transfer between computers.
The second group includes specialized or modified OS kernels of distributed operating systems that enable administration of distributed computers with automation of some tasks. An example of this approach is the TACOMA OS [17] that implements several distributed management policies. The drawbacks of this approach are performance penalty resulting from a "heavy" kernel and impracticality of modifying existing operating systems to incorporate this strategy.
Another approach is to run an agent at the managed computer that collects information and may control some resources, but has limited capabilities to affect operating system settings and other running applications. The problem with this approach is that the agent can be killed leaving the computer unmanageable. In addition, polling agents are created using platformdependent API, and they cannot penetrate interprocess memory to administer arbitrary applications. Monitoring and administrative agents work in polling mode, sleeping for some time and waking up to collect information and execute some administration tasks. The problem with this approach is that polling agents are often invoked when their services are not needed, and they consume computer resources to gather information about their behavior without producing any useful actions.
Finally, the trace collection approach is based on parsing text data that applications write in their log files. It also uses OS- [28] concentrate of collecting monitoring information using polling agent approach and then calculate statistical parameters. Some have very complex subsystems for monitoring computer resources using polling agent and harvesting measurement data. In most cases they differ on whether the gathering happens from a single node, or happens on remote nodes and is sent to a single node. None of these systems address the issue of writing monitoring and administration software. In fact, most do not provide any administration capabilities. Very few of them provide any form of notification more advanced then simple screen eyeballing.
Conclusions
The administration and monitoring of computer resources especially when their source code is not available is both a difficult and fundamental problem of MARS. We have shown that a viable solution is interdisciplinary and lies in refining executable code that represent computer resources. We use the principles of binary rewriting in order to refine functions that constitute the resource interfaces. The proposed MARS aspect-oriented approach hides the complexity of the lowlevel code instrumentation and presents interfaces that allow programmers to write MARS programs uniformly and with minimal complexity. Our solution reduces the significant complexity associated with development of MARS software by enabling a simple and powerful event model for the monitoring task. We enable programmers to operate on resources as if they were first-class objects thereby presenting a uniform way to write MARS programs. By imposing a transactional metaphor on MARS systems we simplified the event delivery mechanism reducing tens of thousands of different events to only five event classes. We showed that our approach can solve monitoring and administration problems without incurring the complexity of existing monitoring and administering technologies. We applied our MARS implementation to a nontrivial commercial system operating in a grid computing environment where resource sharing may lead to significant problems and it demonstrated the viability of our approach and successfully tested its critical functionality.
